Read Free Spinderella

Spinderella
It's a dark day for Itching Down. Four million wasps have
just descended on the town, and the pests are relentless!
What can be done? Bap the Baker has a crazy idea that
just might work . . . Young readers will love this lyrical,
rhyming text as they watch the industrious citizens of
Itching Down knead, bake, and slather the biggest wasp
trap there ever was! John Vernon Lord's bright ink and
crayon illustrations fill the pages with humorous detail.
A humorous seaside story about an unusual friendship
told in rhythmic verse. Now in a classic board book
format with a fresh cover design.When Crab finds a new
shell, he doesn't want to share it with anyone - especially
not a blobby purple anemone and a tickly bristleworm.
But life in the rock pool proves tougher than Crab thinks
and he soon finds he needs his new housemates.
Sharing a Shell is a charming underwater tale of
friendship and fun from the stellar picture book
partnership of Julia Donaldson and Lydia Monks,
creators of What the Ladybird Heard. With brilliant
rhythmic verse, bright and distinctive illustrations and a
gorgeously glittery cover, this is a firm favourite with
children and parents alike.
A fantastic new picture book all about a football-playing
spider, written by Julia Donaldson, author of The
Gruffalo, with glorious full colour illustrations from the
talented Sebastian Braun and a sparkling, glittery foiled
cover. Spinderella the spider has a passion for football!
She tries to play a match with her brothers and sisters
but she doesn't know how many spiders should be on
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each team. Even worse, she can't count the goals!
Luckily for Spinderella, her Hairy Godmother has a plan .
. . Julia Donaldson does it again in this hugely engaging
and funny story all about football, spiders and counting what's not to love! The perfect picture book for children
of all ages - boys and girls alike. Julia Donaldson is the
internationally renowned author of the best-loved picture
books in the world, including The Gruffalo, What the
Ladybird Heard, Sugarlump and the Unicorn and Night
Monkey, Day Monkey. Julia Donaldson's collaborations
with Axel Scheffler have sold millions of copies, and
Room on the Broom is now an Academy Awardnominated short film. Sebastian Braun studied fine and
applied arts at Strasbourg University. He moved to
London in 2000 and since then has been working
exclusively on children's picture books, having been
published by Orchard, Walker, Campbell, HarperCollins
and Puffin.
Wicked Stepsisters, a rocking fairy godmother, and a
very unusual chauffeur, it's sure to be a family favorite
for years to come. You and your children will enjoy the
story that has enthralled thousands upon thousands of
listeners of all ages and backgrounds for more than a
decade! This 52 page illustrated book can be read to
Kindergarteners or read by Third graders! Author Mark
Binder began creating Cinderella Spinderella when he
was telling stories to ethnically diverse audiences in
Boston and disabled youngsters in Newport. In the
award-winning ebook, there were 25 possible variations.
In print, you will chose from one of five seasonal
versions: Autumn/African American; Winter/Caucasian;
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Spring/Asian; Summer/Hispanic; and Monsoon/Indian
Subcontinent. **This is the Winter/Caucasian!
"Marvelously told, beautifully illustrated." -A.V. Club
News "An excellent story and amazing illustrations... A
lesson of inclusiveness that is subtle but profound."
-Benjamin Franklin Award Committee Award-winning
author and story performer, Mark Binder has brought
Cinderella into the present, with a powerful variation that
will be enjoyed by all ages. Awards for the ebook
include: - Digital Book World Finalist - Mom's Choice
Silver - Ben Franklin Silver
Julia Donaldson's beloved rhyming picture book story
about two monkeys who are as different as night and day
- now with shiny cover foil! Night Monkey and Day
Monkey don't think they have much in common. But
when they each spend time in the other's opposite world,
they learn to be the best of friends. From master
storyteller, Julia Donaldson, and illustrated by Lucy
Richards, this warm-hearted story about friendship and
difference is pitch-perfect storytime reading. From the
multi-award-winning author of a string of beloved
contemporary classics, including The Gruffalo, The
Gruffalo's Child, Stick Man, Room on the Broom, The
Smeds and the Smoos, Zog and What the Ladybird
Heard.
"If the Shoe Fits encompasses everything I love about
rom-coms. I laughed, I swooned, I smiled. Another hit for
Julie Murphy!" —Colleen Hoover, #1 New York Times
best-selling author of Hopeless If the shoe doesn’t fit,
maybe it’s time to design your own. Cindy loves shoes.
A well-placed bow or a chic stacked heel is her form of
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self-expression. As a fashion-obsessed plus-size
woman, she can never find designer clothes that work on
her body, but a special pair of shoes always fits just right.
With a shiny new design degree but no job in sight,
Cindy moves back in with her stepmother, Erica
Tremaine, the executive producer of the world’s biggest
dating reality show. When a contestant on Before
Midnight bows out at the last minute, Cindy is thrust into
the spotlight. Showcasing her killer shoe collection on
network TV seems like a great way to jump-start her
career. And, while she’s at it, why not go on a few lavish
dates with an eligible suitor? But being the first and only
fat contestant on Before Midnight turns her into a viral
sensation—and a body-positivity icon—overnight. Even
harder to believe? She can actually see herself falling for
this Prince Charming. To make it to the end, despite the
fans, the haters, and a house full of fellow contestants
she’s not sure she can trust, Cindy will have to take a
leap of faith and hope her heels— and her heart—don’t
break in the process. Best-selling author Julie Murphy’s
reimagining of a beloved fairy tale is an enchanting story
of self-love and believing in the happy ending each and
every one of us deserves.
Wicked Stepsisters, a rocking fairy godmother, and a
very unusual chauffeur, it's sure to be a family favorite
for years to come. You and your children will enjoy the
story that has enthralled thousands upon thousands of
listeners of all ages and backgrounds for more than a
decade! This 52 page illustrated book can be read to
Kindergarteners or read by Third graders! Author Mark
Binder began creating Cinderella Spinderella when he
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was telling stories to ethnically diverse audiences in
Boston and disabled youngsters in Newport. In the
award-winning ebook, there were 25 possible variations.
In print, you will chose from one of five seasonal
versions: Autumn/African American; Winter/White;
Spring/Asian; Summer/Hispanic; and Monsoon/Indian
Subcontinent. **This is the Autumn/African American!
"Marvelously told, beautifully illustrated." -A.V. Club
News "An excellent story and amazing illustrations... A
lesson of inclusiveness that is subtle but profound."
-Benjamin Franklin Award Committee Award-winning
author and story performer, Mark Binder has brought
Cinderella into the present, with a powerful variation that
will be enjoyed by all ages. Awards for the ebook
include: - Digital Book World Finalist - Mom's Choice
Silver - Ben Franklin Silver
Wicked Stepsisters, a rocking fairy godmother, and a very
unusual chauffeur, it's sure to be a family favorite for years to
come. You and your children will enjoy the story that has
enthralled thousands upon thousands of listeners of all ages
and backgrounds for more than a decade! Cinderella
Spinderella is an excellent, enthralling and inclusive book,
with several different "Seasons" so readers can identify with
Cinderella and the Prince. IAuthor Mark Binder began
creating Cinderella Spinderella when he was telling stories to
ethnically diverse audiences in Boston and disabled
youngsters in Newport. Chose from one of five seasonal
versions: Autumn/Black; Winter/White; Spring/Asian;
Summer/Hispanic; and Monsoon/South Asian. NOTE: This is
the Spring/Asian edition. This 52 page illustrated book can be
read to Kindergarteners or read by Third graders!
"Marvelously told, beautifully illustrated." -A.V. Club News "An
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excellent story and amazing illustrations... A lesson of
inclusiveness that is subtle but profound." -Benjamin Franklin
Award Committee Awards for the ebook include: - Digital
Book World Finalist - Mom's Choice Silver - Ben Franklin
Silver
Meet Moon and a little girl, Lucy, in this illustrated storybook
that teaches young children about the importance of the
moon and how valuable each of us really is. Space can be
lonely, so Moon likes to watch people down on Earth. There's
just one problem: when Sun is out, everybody on Earth is
happy to see him, but when Moon is out, everyone goes to
sleep. This makes Moon upset. What Moon doesn't know is
that little Lucy loves to look up at Moon, and one clear night
she sees that Moon has disappeared. Can Lucy find Moon
and will Moon learn just how much everybody actually loves
her? With colorful illustrations and an engaging storyline, this
book will inspire and captivate young readers with its timely
and ultimately uplifting message about how valuable
everyone is and how much we mean to the people around us.
It also teaches children about why the Moon is so important
to our lives. A perfect bedtime story and addition to every
child's bookshelf.
A new title from the best-selling _Read & Respond_ series. *
Differentiation advice and assessment guidance. * Plot,
character and setting, speaking and listening activities. *
Guided reading noes and texts for shared reading. *
Extended writing projects.
"Eleanor lived alone with two stepsisters in a skinny house
that her father had left to her in his will. By all rights the house
belonged to Eleanor, yet her stepsisters treated her very
poorly." You and your child will read, enjoy and reread this
modern retelling of the classic story. "Marvelously told,
beautifully illustrated." -A.V. Club News "An excellent story
and amazing illustrations... A lesson of inclusiveness that is
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subtle but profound." -Benjamin Franklin Award Committee
Award-winning author and story performer Mark Binder has
brought Cinderella into the present, with a powerful variation
that will be enjoyed by all ages. NOTE:Cinderella Spinderella
is the first book to come in different "seasons" so that any
child can find a family that matches his or her own. This is the
autumn/winter edition of the book. If you need more
information about what that means, please visit
cinderellaspinderella.com for details.
Wicked Stepsisters, a rocking fairy godmother, and a very
unusual chauffeur, it's sure to be a family favorite for years to
come. You and your children will enjoy the story that has
enthralled thousands upon thousands of listeners of all ages
and backgrounds for more than a decade! This 52 page
illustrated book can be read to Kindergarteners or read by
Third graders! Author Mark Binder began creating Cinderella
Spinderella when he was telling stories to ethnically diverse
audiences in Boston and disabled youngsters in Newport. In
the award-winning ebook, there were 25 possible variations.
In print, you will chose from one of five seasonal versions:
Autumn/African American; Winter/White; Spring/Asian;
Summer/Hispanic; and Monsoon/Indian Subcontinent. **This
is the Summer/Hispanic edition! "Marvelously told, beautifully
illustrated." -A.V. Club News "An excellent story and amazing
illustrations... A lesson of inclusiveness that is subtle but
profound." -Benjamin Franklin Award Committee Awardwinning author and story performer, Mark Binder has brought
Cinderella into the present, with a powerful variation that will
be enjoyed by all ages. Awards for the ebook include: - Digital
Book World Finalist - Mom's Choice Silver - Ben Franklin
Silver
Dot the hospital dog is everyone's favourite visitor in this story
of bravery and friendship from the bestselling partnership of
Julia Donaldson and Sara Ogilvie - the creators of the
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Number 1 bestselling picture book, The Detective Dog.
En cool och kaxig spindel är Spinderella. Hon älskar flugor
men inte barn. För barnen drar henne i benen och sjunger så
förfärligt, Imse vimse spindel. Spinderella gillar att skrämmas,
särskilt tanter. Hon tänker gifta sig och kollar på nätet efter en
man. En smaskens gubbe faktiskt. [Barnbokskatalogen].
Spinderella the spider has a passion for soccer! She tries to
play a match with her brothers and sisters but she doesn't
know how many spiders should be on each team. Even
worse, she can't count the goals! Luckily for Spinderella, her
Hairy Godmother has a plan. Includes a mini picture book,
and a soft plush spider toy.
As one creature passes it on to the next, Chack the
blackbird's message to his friend Apollo the swallow
undergoes major changes.
“Vivian French tells a gardening adventure and offers
underground facts, including helpful hints on how to become
a ‘wormologist.’ “ — USA Today Who would want to be
friends with a wiggly, slimy worm? You can’t even tell which
end is which! But there’s more to these lowly creatures than
meets the eye. Kids are invited to find out where worms live,
see how they move, and understand why gardeners consider
them friends with the help of this humorous and informative
look at an unappreciated — and fascinating — creature. Back
matter includes further information about worms and an
index.
Wicked Stepsisters, a rocking fairy godmother, and a very
unusual chauffeur, it's sure to be a family favorite for years to
come. You and your children will enjoy the story that has
enthralled thousands upon thousands of listeners of all ages
and backgrounds for more than a decade! This 52 page
illustrated book can be read to Kindergarteners or read by
Third graders! Author Mark Binder began creating Cinderella
Spinderella when he was telling stories to ethnically diverse
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audiences in Boston and disabled youngsters in Newport. In
the award-winning ebook, there were 25 possible variations.
In print, you will chose from one of five seasonal versions:
Autumn/African American; Winter/White; Spring/Asian;
Summer/Hispanic; and Monsoon/Indian Subcontinent. **This
is the Spring/Asian edition! "Marvelously told, beautifully
illustrated." -A.V. Club News "An excellent story and amazing
illustrations... A lesson of inclusiveness that is subtle but
profound." -Benjamin Franklin Award Committee Awardwinning author and story performer, Mark Binder has brought
Cinderella into the present, with a powerful variation that will
be enjoyed by all ages. Awards for the ebook include: - Digital
Book World Finalist - Mom's Choice Silver - Ben Franklin
Silver
This charming book features fun-to-color illustrations filled
with images of fairy tales and magic, an entertaining look-andfind activity, and 100 dazzling glitter stickers. As an added
bonus, full-color illustrations enhance many of the pages.
A fantastic soccer story, perfect for children learning to read,
written by Julia Donaldson, bestselling author of The Gruffalo.
Spinderella the spider has a passion for all things soccer. She
tries to play a match with her brothers and sisters but she
doesn't know how many spiders should be on each team.
Even worse, she can't count the goals! Luckily for
Spinderella, her Hairy Godmother has a brilliant plan.Julia
Donaldson does it again in this hugely engaging and funny
story all about soccer, spiders, and counting!
When SpongeBob enters into a contest at Mussel Beach with
his father, he forgets the most important thing about the
event.

Wicked Stepsisters, a rocking fairy godmother, and a
very unusual chauffeur, it's sure to be a family favorite
for years to come. You and your children will enjoy the
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story that has enthralled thousands upon thousands of
listeners of all ages and backgrounds for more than a
decade! Cinderella Spinderella is an excellent,
enthralling and inclusive book, with several different
"Seasons" so readers can identify with Cinderella and
the Prince. IAuthor Mark Binder began creating
Cinderella Spinderella when he was telling stories to
ethnically diverse audiences in Boston and disabled
youngsters in Newport. Chose from one of five seasonal
versions: Autumn/Black; Winter/White; Spring/Asian;
Summer/Hispanic; and Monsoon/South Asian. NOTE:
This is the Autumn/Black edition. This 52 page illustrated
book can be read to Kindergarteners or read by Third
graders! "Marvelously told, beautifully illustrated." -A.V.
Club News "An excellent story and amazing
illustrations... A lesson of inclusiveness that is subtle but
profound." -Benjamin Franklin Award Committee Awards
for the ebook include: - Digital Book World Finalist Mom's Choice Silver - Ben Franklin Silver
From Sandy “Pepa” Denton—rap legend and outspoken
star of VH1’s smash-hit reality show—comes the juicy tellall in which she talks about sex, music, life, love, fame,
and so much more. The spiciest ingredient in the
legendary rap group Salt-N-Pepa, fans know Sandy
Denton as Pep, or Pepa, the fun-loving half of Salt-NPepa. But behind the laughs and the smiles is a whole
lot of pain, and for the first time in Let’s talk About Pep,
she candidly talks about her troubled childhood,
surviving abuse, her first encounters with Cheryl “Salt”
James, instant success, her failed marriages and escape
from domestic abuse, and her triumphant comeback on
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reality shows like The Surreal Life and The Salt-N-Pepa
Show. Filled with surprising insights, outrageous
anecdotes, and celebrity cameos—including Queen
Latifah, Martin Lawrence, Janice Dickinson, Missy Elliott,
L.L. Cool J, Ron Jeremy, Lisa “Left Eye” Lopez, and
many others—Let’s Talk About Pep offers a fascinating
glimpse behind the fame, family, failures, and
success...and into the faithful heart of a woman who will
always treasure the good friends she found along the
way. Every bit as captivating and provocative as her
Grammy Award-winning music, this story reveals the real
Pepa—upfront, uncensored, unstoppable—a true pioneer,
survivor, and inspiration to women everywhere.
A hairy mammoth takes a cheeky little baby on a thrilling
ride through a moonlit landscape populated by a sabretoothed tiger, a leaping hare, a laughing hyena and
even, just maybe, by a big brown bear . . . But where are
they going? And what has it to do with the baby's
scribblings on the cave wall?Created by the critically
acclaimed author Julia Donaldson and Kate Greenaway
medal winner Emily Gravett, Cave Baby is a future
classic picture book.
Meet Eleanor. Though she is prized by her boss,
Minerva, above all the girls who work in the courtier's
factory, no one knows why. It all began when Minerva
discovered Eleanor has a secret--one involving her little
eight-legged friends. Minerva will not stop until she
unravels the mystery of Eleanor's magic. Trapped,
Eleanor is determined not to let her secret fall into the
wrong hands. With some help from her friends, soon,
Minerva, the Royals, and all the kingdom will learn that
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Eleanor has another trick up her sleeve--one that just
might grant her a chance at escape. Spiderella: The Girl
Who Spoke with Spiders is an enchanted tale that
weaves together the fairy tale plot of Cinderella and the
myth of Arachne. The collaboration bears stylistic and
genre resemblances to Roald Dahl and Quentin Blake,
and Saint-Exupery's The Little Prince. Readers will join
Eleanor on her adventures as she outwits the malevolent
Minerva, rescues a reluctant Prince, and takes flight in a
hot air balloon of her own making. This sets up the plot
of Book Two, as Eleanor and the Prince begin a journey
across the sea--in search of the girl's father.
Wicked Stepsisters, a rocking fairy godmother, and a
very unusual chauffeur, it's sure to be a family favorite
for years to come. You and your children will enjoy the
story that has enthralled thousands upon thousands of
listeners of all ages and backgrounds for more than a
decade! Cinderella Spinderella is an excellent,
enthralling and inclusive book, with several different
"Seasons" so readers can identify with Cinderella and
the Prince. IAuthor Mark Binder began creating
Cinderella Spinderella when he was telling stories to
ethnically diverse audiences in Boston and disabled
youngsters in Newport. Chose from one of five seasonal
versions: Autumn/Black; Winter/White; Spring/Asian;
Summer/Hispanic; and Monsoon/South Asian. NOTE:
This is the Winter/White edition. This 52 page illustrated
book can be read to Kindergarteners or read by Third
graders! "Marvelously told, beautifully illustrated." -A.V.
Club News "An excellent story and amazing
illustrations... A lesson of inclusiveness that is subtle but
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profound." -Benjamin Franklin Award Committee Awards
for the ebook include: - Digital Book World Finalist Mom's Choice Silver - Ben Franklin Silver
Wicked Stepsisters, a rocking fairy godmother, and a
very unusual chauffeur, it's sure to be a family favorite
for years to come. You and your children will enjoy the
story that has enthralled thousands upon thousands of
listeners of all ages and backgrounds for more than a
decade! Cinderella Spinderella is an excellent,
enthralling and inclusive book, with several different
"Seasons" so readers can identify with Cinderella and
the Prince. IAuthor Mark Binder began creating
Cinderella Spinderella when he was telling stories to
ethnically diverse audiences in Boston and disabled
youngsters in Newport. Chose from one of five seasonal
versions: Autumn/Black; Winter/White; Spring/Asian;
Summer/Hispanic; and Monsoon/South Asian. NOTE:
This is the Monsoon/South Asian edition. This 52 page
illustrated book can be read to Kindergarteners or read
by Third graders! "Marvelously told, beautifully
illustrated." -A.V. Club News "An excellent story and
amazing illustrations... A lesson of inclusiveness that is
subtle but profound." -Benjamin Franklin Award
Committee Awards for the ebook include: - Digital Book
World Finalist - Mom's Choice Silver - Ben Franklin
Silver
Wicked Stepsisters, a rocking fairy godmother, and a
very unusual chauffeur, it's sure to be a family favorite
for years to come. You and your children will enjoy the
story that has enthralled thousands upon thousands of
listeners of all ages and backgrounds for more than a
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decade! Cinderella Spinderella is an excellent,
enthralling and inclusive book, with several different
"Seasons" so readers can identify with Cinderella and
the Prince. IAuthor Mark Binder began creating
Cinderella Spinderella when he was telling stories to
ethnically diverse audiences in Boston and disabled
youngsters in Newport. Chose from one of five seasonal
versions: Autumn/Black; Winter/White; Spring/Asian;
Summer/Hispanic; and Monsoon/South Asian. NOTE:
This is the Summer/Hispanic edition. This 52 page
illustrated book can be read to Kindergarteners or read
by Third graders! "Marvelously told, beautifully
illustrated." -A.V. Club News "An excellent story and
amazing illustrations... A lesson of inclusiveness that is
subtle but profound." -Benjamin Franklin Award
Committee Awards for the ebook include: - Digital Book
World Finalist - Mom's Choice Silver - Ben Franklin
Silver
Wicked Stepsisters, a rocking fairy godmother, and a
very unusual chauffeur, it's sure to be a family favorite
for years to come. You and your children will enjoy the
story that has enthralled thousands upon thousands of
listeners of all ages and backgrounds for more than a
decade! This 52 page illustrated book can be read to
Kindergarteners or read by Third graders! Author Mark
Binder began creating Cinderella Spinderella when he
was telling stories to ethnically diverse audiences in
Boston and disabled youngsters in Newport. In the
award-winning ebook, there were 25 possible variations.
In print, you will chose from one of five seasonal
versions: Autumn/African American; Winter/White;
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Spring/Asian; Summer/Hispanic; and Monsoon/Indian
Subcontinent. This is the Monsoon/Indian edition!
"Marvelously told, beautifully illustrated." -A.V. Club
News "An excellent story and amazing illustrations... A
lesson of inclusiveness that is subtle but profound."
-Benjamin Franklin Award Committee Award-winning
author and story performer, Mark Binder has brought
Cinderella into the present, with a powerful variation that
will be enjoyed by all ages. Awards for the ebook
include: - Digital Book World Finalist - Mom's Choice
Silver - Ben Franklin Silver
Spinderella Soap is where surreal artworks and the
fantastical adventures of a freshly divorced woman
named Spinderella is expressed through poetry
illustrated with 29 full color artworks. Artist & writer,
Minaz Jantz has performed 'live' the Spinderella Soap
series before the cast & crew of the erotic TV series
called the L Word. The fictional adult story of Spinderella
Soap is unique entertainment filled with musical,
whimsical and mystical inspirations. To view and read
more about Spinderella Soap go to the website
www.spinderellasoap.com Also view more art works
created by Minaz Jantz www.artgirlgallery.com
For a short time, this new larger edition includes a print
signed by Peggy Rathmann! It's bedtime at the zoo, and
all the animals are going to sleep. Or are they? Who's
that short, furry guy with the keys in his hand and the
mischievous grin? Sneak along behind the zookeeper's
back and see who gets the last laugh in this riotous goodnight romp. The new generous trim size of every
toddler's favorite book is even easier to share. With a
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warm, funny author's note highlighting how much this
book has meant to kids and families since it was first
published and some clever new details hidden in the
illustrations, Good Night, Gorilla is the perfect gift for new
babies as well as fans young and old.
Sausage dog, Hal, loves his trusty old blanket and takes
it everywhere, even though his friends all say that it
makes him look like a sausage covered in mustard. Little
do they know just how useful that blanket might turn out
to be when a thunderstorm strikes and Hal manages to
rescue his canine chums using that scruffy old blanket!
The creators of the award-winning An Egg Is Quiet and A
Seed Is Sleepy have teamed up again to create this
gorgeous and informative introduction to the world of
butterflies. From iridescent blue swallowtails and brilliant
orange monarchs to the worlds tiniest butterfly (Western
Pygmy Blue) and the largest (Queen Alexandra's
Birdwing), an incredible variety of butterflies are
celebrated here in all of their beauty and wonder. Perfect
for a child's bedroom bookshelf or for a classroom
reading circle! Plus, this is the fixed format version,
which looks almost identical to the print edition.
• Digital Book Award Finalist! • Mom's Choice Silver
Award Winner! • Digital Book World QED Award Winner
* Moonbeam Award Winner! Pick your Cinderella, pick
your prince, and enjoy a new “spin” on the classic tale!
“Cinderella Spinderella is the first international illustrated
ebook for families that uses today’s technology to give a
favorite story a modern message of empowerment!”
Which Cinderella will your child choose? "It doesn't
matter what you look like… It's who you are that counts."
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—The Fairy Godmother from "Cinderella Spinderella" The
classic story of Cinderella has been modernized and
urbanized in this beautifully illustrated edition, written
with delightful humor and a surprising twist. Cinderella
Spinderella uses ebook technology to allow readers to
choose how Cinderella looks. Is she Black, White, Asian,
Hispanic, or from the Indian subcontinent? You can pick.
Mark Binder’s Cinderella Spinderella began its life as a
spoken-word story told to very different audiences—
groups of inner city youngsters and their parents and
campers with severe physical disabilities. The ebook
Cinderella Spinderella, connects with any reader,
offering 25 different combinations, so that every
youngster can see herself or himself reflected in the
story. This is Cinderella who powerfully chooses her
identity! The classic story is modernized in this
beautifully illustrated edition, written with delightful humor
and a surprising twist. "Eleanor lived alone with two
stepsisters in a skinny house that her father had left to
her in his will. By all rights the house belonged to
Eleanor, yet her stepsisters treated her very poorly."
There once was a very hungry king who needed a cook
like anything. But cook after cook just isn't good enough.
Can the shuffling, shaking Wobbly Bob possibly get the
job? This paperback and CD edition features a fun
reading of the story by Alexander Armstrong.
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